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Without some training, image manipulation skills are unlikely to be useful, if they're worth anything at all. Cameras A camera is
the device on which an image is captured. Technically, any photosensitive device that can record and produce images (see

Figure 3-7) is a camera. If a camera enables you to create images from yourself rather than relying on a lens and a lens release
button, then it's an _autofocus_ camera. All point-and-shoot cameras work that way. Some high-end models, such as the Canon
EOS line of cameras, come with an autofocus motor that lets you focus while shooting and have the camera snap multiple shots
of the same subject at various settings. **Figure 3-7:** The following list details the different kinds of cameras used for still
photography. Here are the most commonly used camera types: **Point-and-shoot cameras** You may have heard about these

cameras referred to as "film" or "S" cameras. These are small, pocket-size digital cameras that you insert a roll of film into, and
they contain a built-in flash for lighting purposes. Point-and-shoot cameras are inexpensive and very good, and a large number

of them are on the market. With the addition of HD video, some point-and-shoot cameras are advertised as being "camera
phones" or "camera phones," and some are even marketed as little computers, but you're still limited to taking still pictures.
**Leica cameras** The rarer of the point-and-shoot cameras, Leica cameras are expensive, small-form-factor professional

cameras that may also be used with a range of specialized accessories. You can use a Leica camera to create both still and video
images that can be quite stunning. Because they tend to be made for professionals, Leica cameras are most widely used by

professional photographers and producers of movies and television shows. **Digital SLR (single lens reflex) cameras** Some
still cameras use the term SLR, short for single lens reflex, to indicate that the camera contains a reflex-type mirror. In the case
of DSLRs, the reflex mirror enables you to see the subject image (which comes from the lens) superimposed on the scene in the

viewfinder. This feature provides a clear view for composition, and enables you to preview the picture as you compose it. A
DSLR usually has a removable mirror that allows access to
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GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program) is an open-source photo editing program created in the late 1990s, which allows
you to edit, alter, filter and crop photos, as well as draw text, shapes and lines on the image. It offers multiple photo retouching
features and the ability to edit, duplicate, resize, and rotate images. Canva is a website that lets you create graphics and image

editing like a pro. The basic package allows you to create a gallery, create and share custom-themed social media graphics, sell
images as products, and even access templates. Photoshop has a lot of extensions, which allow you to perform specific actions
that aren't built in to the program. This is very useful because it allows you to do things that Photoshop doesn't allow you to do

directly, such as burn a photo to a coffee mug, add a background to an image, or make your text larger. Pixelmator is an
alternative to Photoshop that is free for personal use. It focuses on easy and fast workflows and elegant user interface. It is a full
feature-rich program with a lot of premium features. Photoshop has a lot of free online photo editing tools that you can use to
enhance your photos or posters. Some of them let you change the photos completely and make high-quality printable images.

Others allow you to change the colors, change the brightness, contrast, crop, or add stickers. Pixlr has a very simple and easy-to-
use free online photo editor. You can use the app to edit your photos and make them look like new. You can add or remove

people and even change the colors. All you need to do is upload your photo and then edit it. Pixlr is an alternative to Photoshop.
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It is simple and easy-to-use. It has tools to remove red eye, change the brightness, add a background or tint, or apply a gradient.
With it you can also change the color, contrast and brightness of the image. Apple Photoshop is the standard photo editing

software for both Macs and iPhones. It has a professional set of features like filters, graphic tools, and photo retouching tools. In
addition, you can create and edit your own graphics and animations. Adobe Lightroom is the standard photo editing software for

both Macs and iPhones. It has a professional set of features like filters, graphic tools, and photo retouching tools 05a79cecff
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Dealing with Pixels: The Black Box After launching Photoshop, you can start working on a new project by creating a new
document or by selecting an image. To load an image into Photoshop, choose File > Open. You can also copy an image you find
online or stored in a digital camera. After you open the image, you can't see the pixels that make up the image. You can see the
dark color (black), the light color (white) and various shades in between (grays), but not the pixels that create the image. Click
on the Zoom Tool , found on the Tools menu, or press Ctrl+Z to zoom in on an image. On your screen, you can see that your
monitor's pixels display the colors as a three-color spectrum: yellow, magenta, and cyan (RGB). Since Photoshop is a
monochrome program, it needs a way to distinguish between these three colors. Dark pixels are black, light pixels are white, and
the middle pixels are shades of gray. There are two types of pixels in a digital image: pixels with a value of 1, which are black,
and pixels with a value of 0, which are white. Photoshop deals with pixels in the form of data, not with physical images. You
can view the image by pressing Ctrl+U, found on the Edit menu. A green box appears on the left side of your screen. If the
image is clear enough to see, it appears like a solid box. Click inside the box to view a closeup of the image. Pixels are displayed
in the center of the box. The green pixels are black, the yellow pixels are white, and all the grays are shades of gray. (Your
monitor's pixels may have a different arrangement of colors.) You can see that black pixels are represented by 1 and white
pixels are represented by 0. You also can see that pixels can have a value between 1 and 0. There are no pixels in the center
where the value is neither 1 nor 0. Pixels with a value of 0 are the white pixels. The middle of a pixel is called the 'color center.'
An image with a lot of noise, such as this flag, might have a few pixels that have a value of 100 instead of 0 or 1. If you view
this flag from the top, you can see that the 0 values are actually offset from the center of the flag. The middle
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Intro The integrated development environment (IDE) is a source code editor, code analysis, and developer tools for writing and
testing software applications. One of the most common features that reside inside an IDE are the “code completion” features,
which can make you more productive by offering a list of pre-selected commands. In this article, we are going to setup a new
solution and add a “Code Completion” feature to it. In order to do that, we are going to create a new Project in our new solution,
then add a “Code Completion” feature to it. After that, we will enable the code completion feature inside our solution and create
an extension that will help us to complete some of the functions while we type in our code editor. Project Setup In this example,
we will be using C#. If you want to follow along using F#, the syntax is very similar. The tool we are going to use to setup our
project is called dotnet new. We will also use Visual Studio 2017. 1. We will first create a new project inside our solution called
“Code Completion”. We will also select “.NET Core” as the framework version. 2. If you are using a Mac, you will need to
download Visual Studio 2017 Community Edition first from the following link. If you are using Windows, just download the
latest version (if there’s one) from Visual Studio’s website. 3. If you just want to install the.NET Core SDK, you can leave the
“Use.NET Core sdk” option unchecked. 4. Once Visual Studio is opened, we will add a new console application project to the
solution. Add an Asp.Net Core Web application and select the “.NET Core” template. 7. We will add a new folder to the project
as shown below, because we are going to have two projects. 8. Double click on the newly created Code Completion project in
the Solution Explorer and you will see the “Code Completion” window as shown below. Install and Configure Code Completion
Extension We have setup everything that we need to add a “Code Completion” feature to our application. In this section, we are
going to add a new custom tool to our project, and configure it to support
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General: OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core i3 3.4GHz or higher / AMD Athlon II X4 645+
RAM: 4 GB Video: nVidia GeForce GTX 460 or Radeon HD 6870 (included) DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband
Internet connection Hard Drive: 16 GB available space Sound Card: Stereo System Sound Card / DirectX compatible sound
card
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